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On the Question: What is the most important thing to do before death? 

Thrangu Rinpoche:  

“In teachings on the bardo, the period of this life is called the natural bardo of this life.  It is 
important to do spiritual practice and meditation in this life.  In particular, the teachings on 
mind training [Lojong] and the tonglen practice of sending and taking are the most 
important.” 

Khenpo Karthar Rinpoche:  

 “The best preparation for death must be prepared ahead of time, not just right before dying.  
Take refuge in the Buddha, dharma, and sangha, doing [aspiration] prayers, and gathering 
the accumulation of merit, like offerings, and doing all dharma activities and also practice.  It 
is very important to prepare ahead of time.” 

Chokyi Nyima Rinpoche 

 “Death is natural.  Sometimes we live long, or short.  Bottom line is we all will die.  Each of 
us, there are no exceptions.  Whether you like to talk about it or not, or think about it or not, 
it is very important to know, we need to face that.  We tend to think that death is ugly, not 
good.  We ask ourselves “Why should we talk about it, it’s not necessary.”  This is not a wise 
way of thinking – we need to face it.  We need face sickness, old age, and death.  Rather than 
hiding or being ignorant, it’s good to know.   

No matter what religion or faith, people still want to die smoothly, easily, no one wants to die 
a horrible death.  So what makes a peaceful death, what makes a difficult death?  Difficult 
deaths are brought on by too much clinging.  Clinging to self, or relatives, or what you have 
created in this world – name, fame, power, money.  So much clinging, not letting go, leads to 
a horrible death.   

At the moment of death you realize you can’t own anything.  Even during life, if we lose little 
things, we feel uneasy, “Goodness, I lost my shoe, I lost my cat, I lost my camera, my car, my 
this or that.”  This is just a tiny piece.  At death we lose everything. Everything that you 
created, anything physically, verbally, mentally is being taken away.  All of it, suddenly, you 
need to give up.  There is nothing you can take with you.   

So, now, what is the method?  Very simple:  let go, let go.  You need to let go.  You need to 
know that if you cling, it only leads to more suffering.  You need to give up.  You need to let 
go, don’t cling.  Whatever you created – land, home, money, family – whatever, clinging is of 



no use.  Especially to loved ones.  Show them your love, care, respect, and let them go.   

We also need to be kind to others during life, if we’re not kind, suffering starts.  Understand 
how kindness leads to happiness.  Sometimes people may think you’re naïve, “He’s kind to 
everyone.  This person has no discrimination.”  But the motivation to be kind to everyone is 
very important.1  So now you need to give good and wise advice to your friends, family, 
whoever loves you, whoever trusts you – you need to give them very important and good 
advice: Don’t be selfish.” 

Lama Tharchin Rinpoche: 

The main central point is understanding the recognition of your own enlightened Buddha 
Nature.  When that wakes up in the bardo there’s a chance you can be liberated at the level 
of the dharmakaya.  And all the deity practices prepare you for the sambhogakaya.  Any kind 
of practice is multiplied, because consciousness is nine times smarter in the bardo, therefore 
it’s an easy chance to liberate at that time.”   

 

                                       

 


